
HP for 
Education

Providing digital IT solutions  
to educators in support of student learning

Case study:



Context & vision
In 2020, AirDev partnered with UK-based consultancy Consenna to help HP reimagine and 
relaunch its flagship HP for Education program, enabling thousands of schools and colleges 
to procure modern IT solutions with credit from trading in their aging equipment.

HP leadership sought to expand the program by creating a digtal marketplace for IT solution 
providers. Key requirements included:
 

• Intuitive school onboarding & equipment trade-in flow
• Administrative portal for staff to review & approve claims
• Authorized reseller portal where staff can track and support customers
• Digital storefront where schools can spend earned wallet funds on solutions

Selecting 
AirDev
With a 3-month runway to launch, the Consenna 
team needed a custom solution meeting the  
following objectives:

• Highly functional, managing a complex 
4-sided program architecture

• Sleek and intuitive, eliminating friction in 
school participation

• Scalable, designed to serve 30,000+ schools 
across the UK & Ireland

Having partnered with Air-
Dev on previous projects 
both for HP and other lead-
ing technology companies, 
it was clear that they were 
best placed to deliver this 
sort of complex tool

Douglas Jeffrey, 
Chairman at Consenna
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Process
The team set out to  
design and build the new 
HP for Education platform 
using a rapid and iterative 
process

Scoping (1 week)
Consenna shared business plan and preliminary 
mockups with AirDev, who translated into detailed 
functional specs 

Initial build (3 weeks) 
AirDev built a fully functional product in 3 weeks, with 
weekly milestones for internal review 

Rapid iteration (5 weeks)
Team tested internally and with HP clients, adding 
functionality (e.g., reseller self-service) as business 
needs evolved 

Launch (2 weeks)
Consenna & HP team launched platform at BETT 
conference, signed up 50 schools on day 1

The relaunch of HP for Education 2020 
has been a massive success. The 
platform has enabled us to expand this 
important program, while making my 
life easier.”

Results
The revamped HP for Education platform launched on time and on budget, and in its first 
month supported hundreds of school registrations. A process originally scheduled for 6-12 
months was cut to 3, including multiple iterations.

Michael Pope, 
Category Manager at HP

At a time when Consenna is growing 
rapidly, it is vital that we consistently 
deliver for our clients. In this instance, 
AirDev certainly supported us in en-
suring that we not only delivered, but 
exceed expectations, for HP.

Paul Thompson, 
Commercial Director at Consenna
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Product

Live 
product

Recorded 
demo

Product 
screenshots

www.hpfe2020.com

https://bit.ly/33PCIn7
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